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Mathematical model of eco-driving for energy optimization for electric vehicle 
Abstract: 
This is a preliminary research in energy optimization system (ENOS) for Electric Vehicle (EV) whereby 
eco-driving is one of the solutions. Eco-driving initiative is not only benefit to the environment by 
optimizing the energy consumption but also enhancing the propulsion performance of Electric Vehicle. 
The efforts to reduce energy consumption could be achieved directly by studying contributing factors 
from the propulsion characteristic and the behavior of the vehicle dynamics (longitudinal vehicle 
dynamics in particular). We derived a single expression to describe energy consumption which could be 
programmed as the eco-driving algorithm. The expression is started by developing sets of equation of 
motions of longitudinal vehicle dynamics and relates them with the propulsion behavior that includes the 
counter-force by the traction torque and battery management system for Electric Vehicle. This 
mathematical model is established to analyze the energy consumption which shows the parameters that 
are important in the strategy to acquire the optimal performance and efficiency. This whole effort is part 
of the strategy to develop algorithm for eco-driving program. 
